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(Ft. Jack Freeman)

Bills coming ...
But when the shit hits the fan,
You can trust their...
See fake people everywhere
And the ones that stands likely I don't want to care
..when you need a hand
Just try to raise your boy, alone to be a man, momma.
Corrupt politics and their religion
A hundred thousand blacks stuck in prison
I mean they let us down, but never do acknowledge
That two million black men are in college
..world peace, revolve the civil wars in the Middle East
No money ...

Chorus:
Just lift the head to the sky and you will see
Just believe that you'll feel better ...
I'm the best that you've seen
That's why...

..you will feel better once you ... the truth

..all the blessings...

The world is the night, momma...
Cash money... Malcolm X, Martin Luther,
The Catholic Church, the Martin Luther's
We need answers, we all got questions
Find niggers in .. they all got questions
.. or back up, the all start sweating
..they gonna teach them boys a lesson!
Man, prejudice, despair, US states legalizing daymare
And I swear that nobody gives a fuck
It's the end of a.. we mind as well live it up
And make kids fight parents, betray one another
Make this loyalty, let's kill for no reason,
But the wings drop the...
Do whatever you deice, fuck God we don't need him,
uh!
But wait, people already knew that
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It's tough for me...
I don't see it you getting better, should have already
knew that
But I just wanna chill and take....
Yeah, they always tell me what I'm up to do
..to never show my thoughts with you
..always tough for me to you

Chorus:
Just lift the head to the sky and you will see
Just believe that you'll feel better ...
I'm the best that you've seen that's why...
Oh, lift your head to the sky!
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